Contemporary research efforts have provided new insight into the processes underlying common hearing impairments include aging, genetic defects, and environmental stress such as excessive noise (NIHL) or chemotherapeutic drugs. The primary cause of hearing impairment involves the death of sensory cells (hair cells) and neurons in the cochlea which are irreplaceable in mammmals. Rehabilitative measures have traditionally been based on technical solutions: hearing aids and cochlear implants that can minimize the social impact of impairment, however the challenge for a successful hearing rehabilitation is definitely the prevention of cell death or regeneration of the sensorineural cells and neurons after cochlear damage. Addressing experimentally the first issue, we have shown that noise exposure and ototoxic drugs lead to apoptosis and by using neurotrophic factors and anti-apoptotic drugs as well as antioxidants, we have developed several therapeutic approaches of protection thus limiting the damage to the inner ear \[[@B1]-[@B3]\].

One of the most exciting areas involving hair-cell regeneration concerns regeneration of hair cells with the use of stem cells. The discovery of both adult and embryonic stem cells in the cochlea and evidence that they can be converted into hair cells raise hope for the development of stem-cell based treatment regimes to regenerate damaged cochlear components. Potential cell sources for inner ear transplantation include fetal dorsal root ganglion cells, neural progenitor cells, stem or progenitor cells isolated from inner ear, immortalized auditory neuroblast cells, embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and their derived neuronal cells, and marrow stromal cells and finally stem cells arising from amniotic fluid and placenta and olfactory progenitors \[[@B3],[@B4]\]. Principal obstacles for the clinical application remain the effects of immunosuppression, induced-carcinogenesis and teratoma formation observed in the experimental models \[[@B3],[@B4]\].
